
GORDON STAINFORTH

The Crux
Great moments or turning points in British climbing history

To mark the 25th anniversary of the Kendal Mountain Film Festival
I was asked to try to achieve the near-impossible - to celebrate 150

years of British mountaineering and rock climbing achievement in just 25
classic images - the concept of 'crux' meaning a step forward in climbing
history, a pivotal 'moment' or a yardstick climb, and not necessarily the crux
ofa climb.

Twenty five pictures covering 15 decades from 1860 to the present day
that's only about one and half pictures per decade! How was I to achieve
such a compression of history that was not unbalanced and full of gaping
holes? Inevitably as a climbing history it was exceptionally potted (and
even more so in the selection that follows as, for various reasons, it has
only been possible to reproduce 17 of the images). The captions are neces
sarily an uneasy mixture of essential facts and details about the particular
climb, and the broader brushstrokes of history, providing a context for
each image. In a protracted selection process, with somewhat nebulous
criteria, mountaineeringgraduaUy gained weight (in the end, 12 of the pic
tures exhibited were of mountaineering, and 13 of rock climbing). Nine
were of first ascents (plus two 'reconstructions') and four of solos. The whole
world arena of the sport was represented, covering the whole of Britain as
well as the Alps, Himalaya and other ranges. The scores here were:
England 4, Wales 6, Scotland 4, the Alps 4, Himalaya 5, other ranges 2.

The nature of the pictures was very varied too: from superb photos of
great artistic merit to technically imperfect shots that capture a unique
moment in climbing history. No fewer than five of the rock-climbing pictures
were of such crux moments.

The main theme running throughout was that of bold pioneering, and
coupled to this, two other things: a very British disdain for cheating and
artificial aids, and an imaginative, artistic element, such that many of the
climbers depicted here could fairly be described, without exaggeration, as
artists as well as visionary climbers.

What the exhibition could not begin to do is explain what this sport 
which was inconceivable before an industrial revolution had given people
the wealth, leisure and means to pursue it- is all about. The earliest pioneers
tried to kid themselves that it had some underlying scientific basis, but by
the 1860s, Leslie Stephen declared openly that it was a simply a sport. 'As
for ozone,' he added, 'if any existed in the atmosphere, it was a greater fool
than I take it for.'
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Right
55. A cannonade on the Matterhorn, July 1862

Edward WhymperlJames Mahoney
Scrambles amongst the Alps, 1900 edition
(Freda Raphael Historical Archive)

All at once I heard a noise aloft, and, on looking up, perceived a stone of
at least a foot cube flying straight at my head. I ducked, and scrambled
under the lee side of a friendly rock, while the missile went by with a
loud buzz. It was the advance guard of a perfect storm of stones, which
descended with an infernal clatter down the very edge of the ridge, leaving
a trail of dust behind, and a strong smell of sulphur ...

The few earliest mountaineering photographs taken at the very beginning
of the sport, in the 'Golden Age' of alpine mountaineering between about
1854 and 1865, in which almost all the major 4000m peaks of the Alps
were first climbed, are frankly dull,...and necessarily stilted because of the
severe limitations of the early photographic medium. So I choose as my
first image this dramatic engraving by Edward Whymper.

Everything about the picture (by Whymper, in collaboration with his
engraver, James Mahoney) is very advanced for its age, and represents a
crux moment in more senses than one. In one sense it is a terrifying moment
of suspended animation, the explosive cannonade of heavy boulders frozen
in time with great artistic skill, like a high-speed photograph, long before
such a thing was possible in photography. But it also represents a new level
of daring, with the a whole new breed of adventurer wandering, sometimes
unroped, into hitherto undreamt of terrain - impossible for us to imagine
now really how daring this was - for this was the mighty Matterhorn, one
of the most extraordinary mountains in the world, which all but a handful
of lunatics believed to be totally unclimbable. The indomitable Whymper
attempted it no less than seven times; indeed just eight days before this
incident, he had fallen 200 feet from near this very spot on the Italian ridge
and had been lucky to escape with just a few cuts and bruises.

But the real crux was to come three years later, on 14 July 1865, when
several of the rival contenders joined forces into an unwieldy team of seven
and finally 'conquered' this most coveted of all Alpine summits via the
H6rnli ridge. But the hubris was short-lived. The fateful moment came at
2.15pm on the descent when the novice of the party, Hadow, slipped sending
the guide Croz flying and, in a moment, the Rev Hudson and Lord Francis
Douglas were plucked from their holds, the 'alpine line' between them and
'Old Peter' Taugwalder snapped like cotton, and all four plunged down the
north face to their deaths.

'The Taugwalders and I have returned, 'a grim-faced Whymper
announced to the Zermatt hotel-keeper on his return, and the Golden Age
was at an end.
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Right
56. Beatrice Tomasson and her guide, Arcangelo Siorpaes,

in the Cortina Dolomites, 1898.
(Baton Wicks Archive)

One of the more remarkable features of British alpinism at the end of the
19th century was the surprising number of women who, contrary to the
prevailing social mores of the day, took up this apparently very masculine
new sport. The best known names in the history books are Aubrey le Blond
(who made the first ascent of the East Peak of the Bishorn in 1884), Lily
Bristow, Elizabeth Jackson and Gertrude Bell; but one lady whose
achievements sank into obscurity, partly because of her own modesty it
seems and partly because she was never in a climbing club, was
Nottinghamshire-born Beatrice Tomasson. Her futuristic first ascent of the
huge 650m south face of the highest mountain in the Dolomites, the
Marmolada, in 1901 with the guides Michele Bettega and Bartolo Zagonel,
undoubtedly ranks as the fmest of them all. Given a modern grade of V-, it
was one of the hardest routes in the Dolomites for 20 years. (Another notable
achievement around this time was the first ascent of the 1000m north-west
face of the Civetta by a long and complex route by Rainer, Phillimore and
Siorpaes in 1895.)

The portrait photograph of the 'masculine' and 'wiry' Tomasson with
the guide Arcangelo Siorpaes in the mountains above Cortina in 1898 is
unusual too for her very informal and relaxed pose, with Siorpaes looking
understandably proud to be in her company. She was said by her relatives
to be an 'extraordinary character, very determined', and was very much
the driving force behind the much-coveted Marmolada ascent.
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Right
57. Central Buttress, Scafell, Easter 1915. George & Ashley Abraham

(Baton Wicks Archive)

This classic image, of the second great iconic climb in British rock climbing
after Napes Needle, was taken in 1915, a year after the first ascent, by the
Abraham brothers of Keswick, who were the fIrst truly great photographers
in British climbing history. It is particularly interesting because it is one of
the first known instances of an important fIrst ascent being reconstructed
for a climbing photograph.

Immense care has gone into every aspect of the image - with the
performers (C F Holland, who had been on the first ascent, R T Chorley
and A N Other) traversing in to the top of the Great Flake from the Keswick
Brothers' Climb on the left (named after the Abrahams, who had made the
fIrst ascent of that much easier route) and then waiting for the sun to catch
the edge of the Flake, when Holland, wearing a suitably light sweater, was
lowered into the crux position. All this would have been much more difficult
to coordinate before the age of walkie-talkies, if there had been any breeze
at all; and doubly so, in that the Abrahams could only shoot one or two of
their precious 81h by 6~ inch glass-plate frames in their huge 12" square
whole-plate Underwood camera, and each frame would take several minutes
to set up. All this while the climber was hanging in a strenuous position on
what were then the hardest recorded moves in British rock climbing.

Steady progress had been made in Wasdale since the turn of the century,
mostly on Scafell Crag, notable achievements being Owen Glynne Jones'
very serious lones's Route Direct on Scafell Pinnacle in 1898 and Botterill's
eponymous, outstanding slab route in 1903 - the first full-weight Very Severe
climb in the country, climbed in nailed boots and with an ice-axe for aid at
the crux. But the great central challenge, the apparently impregnable Central
Buttress, remained inviolate.

The climbers who at last believed it was possible were Siegfried Herford,
an undergraduate from Manchester University, and his friend George
Sansom. Then, with an assortment of talented climbing partners who had
all trained on the gritstone outcrops of the Peak District (which had been
pioneered by J W Puttrell) - such as Stanley Jeffcoat and C F Holland 
they made a number of reconnaissances, even traversing in as the climbers
have in this photograph to explore the top of the Flake; but it was not until
April 1914 that Herford finally succeeded at the crux, using complex
'combined tactics'. 'I'm glad our mothers can't see us in this place!'
commented Herford at the top of the Flake before forging on to the top.

Herford and Sansom wanted to repeat the climb later in the year, with an
improved start, but were unable to do so 'owing to unforeseen events'.
The 'unforeseen events' was the outbreak of the Great War, which claimed
the lives of both Herford and Jeffcoat. 'CB', the hardest climb in Britain
until the 1930s, thus remains Herford's epitaph.
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Top right
58. Siegfried Herford and George Mallory at Pen y Pass,

December 1913
Geoffrey Winthrop Young
(Alpine Club Photo Libmry)

This haunting, moody photograph, taken by Geoffrey Winthrop Young
sometime between Christmas 1913 and the New Year in 1914 is, in my
opinion (and I believe that of many), one of the greatest mountaineering
portraits of all time, with the two most talented rock climbers of the day
resting briefly outside the Pen y Pass Hotel after a strenuous day of climbing
on Lliwedd.

Winthrop Young, himself one of the great British alpinists before the
Great War, describes in rhapsodic terms how the three of them had made a
double girdle of the great precipice of Lliwedd in snowy conditions:

... as some people remember mm;ic, I now recall my view either way
across the Lliwedd precipices storming up the sky under ghostly downfalls
of ice, forward and back to the agile figures in white sweaters, swinging,
turning, belaying in a counterpoint of precision and force... It was aJl too
good to leave. Why make an end? We dropped down then re-crossed the
face once more... We travelled on return even faster, and in a rhythm
which I never remember attaining again on stiff rock...

Yet now that they are back, this carefree spirit seems suddenly to have
evaporated, as a few snow flakes swirl about them (one is visible in front of
Herford's knee), and they are lost it seems in a troubling moment of dark
reflection, as if a shadow of premonition has passed over them and they
have a fleeting intimation of a doomed future.

Winthrop Young described the 'strange, aloof' Herford as not only an
embodiment of 'a spirit of the hills' but as 'the future, as I liked to think it
would continue and develop in him.' But it was not to be, for they were
both to die prematurely - Herford in the trenches in 1916 and MaUory on
the most famous of all the attempts on Everest, in 1924.

Right
59. The last picture of Mallory and Irvine, Camp IV, Everest,

6 June 1924
NoelOdell
(Mountain Camera Picture Library)

- ..
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Left
60. Edward Norton at 28, 100ft on Everest, 4 June 1924

T Howard Somervel1. (Somervell family)

Another extraordinary shot, and again it is difficult to say quite why. It is
scarcely more than a snapshot, taken on roll film, just three days before
Mallory and Irvine disappeared, on a very lightweight Kodak Vest Pocket
camera by Howard Somervell, who at this point was suffering acute
breathing problems - yet it conveys better than any of the other early Everest
expedition photos just how alien and otherworldly Everest was to those
early explorers. What is particularly interesting too is that it shows the
highest recorded point ever reached by a climber without using supple
mentary oxygen, a record that would be unbroken for more than 50 years.

Once both the Poles had been reached, Everest had already been dubbed
'the Third Pole', but in modern terms the nearest equivalent of these early
high altitude climbers venturing into the unknown at more than 28,000
feet would be a moonwalk. Indeed the alien foreground rocks here and the
high contrast with a nearly black sky and the intensely lit summit cone are
uncannily reminiscent of pictures taken on the moon.

At about 27,000 feet the effects of height 'seemed to assert themselves
quite suddenly,' wrote Somervell, forcing them to take 10 or more breaths
to every step, and every five or ten minutes to sit down for a minute or two.
As Norton said, 'we must have looked a sorry couple'. Somervell's throat
soon became nearly completely blocked (later diagnosed as a frozen larynx),
'so finding a suitable ledge on which to sit in the sun and pull myself together,
I told Norton to go on.... I watched him rise, but how slowly, and after an
hour I doubt whether he had risen 80ft above my level.'

Once Norton got into the Great Couloir (to the right of the steep outcrop
in front of him in the photograph) 'the going got steadily worse; I found
myself stepping from tile to tile, as it were, each tile sloping more steeply
downwards. It was not exactly difficult going, but it was a dangerous place
for a single unroped climber, as one slip would have sent me in all possibility
to the bottom of the mountain.' So he ground to a halt, some hundred feet
above Somervell (an accurate theodolite reading taken later from below
gave the height as 28,126 ft).

On his return, Norton was beginning to suffer from snow blindness, and
by the time they stumbled into Camp IV many hours later by torchlight, to
be met by Mallory and Odell, he was in extreme pain. The absent-minded
Mallory had forgotten his own camera, so Somervell gave him his for his
ill-fated summit attempt. Before doing so, he had to change the film, and it
is just as well he did or we would never have seen this strange and mysterious
photograph.
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Left
61. Joe Brown making the first ascent of The Right Unconquerable

Stanage, April 1949
Ernest Phillips

This image of the decisive historic moment of extreme commitment as Joe
Brown launches into the first strenuous layback moves on the first ascent
of The Right Unconquerable at Stanage in April 1949 was to inspire a
generation.

The notorious 'Unconquerable Cracks' had resisted all attempts ever since
first tried (and named) by Eric Byne in 1932. Immediately after the war
there had been a noticeable increase in standard with the likes of Peter
Harding, who pioneered many classic new routes both in the Peak District
and the Llanberis Pass, but the real breakthrough came with a young
builder's apprentice, Joe Brown, who was really in a different league from
anyone who had come before (next in line, one might say, after Haskett
Smith, Owen Glynne Jones, Herford and Kirkus.)

The Right Unconquerable represents a whole new level of seriousness and
relentless difficulty that is balanced by an unprecedented level of confidence.
This is a new post-War age, a truly 'Brave New World'. Joe's equipment is
no more sophisticated than that of pre-war climbers (he is wearing identical
plimsolls and has a hemp rope.) If he had not managed to arrange any
protection, and had fallen off the difficult moves at the very top of the
climb, he probably would have been killed. This is a question I often asked
myself when looking at this famous photograph. Did Joe manage to get on
some kind of protection higher up?

In 1995 I tracked down the original photographer, Ernest Phillips, and
he showed me the original uncut strip of negative which answered my
question with a categorical 'No'. In the previously unpublished final frame
(left) the rope hangs clear from his waist without a single runner (carried,
as was the old practice, simply to protect the second).

I then asked Joe Brown if he was worried by the very awkward sloping
mantelshelf move above the final overhang, which many people still fall off
today with the benefit of modern protection. He didn't recall having any
trouble with it. 'Mantelshelves were something I was good at. I was a mass
of muscle in those days.'

The strip of film also showed Joe climbing The Left Unconquerable on sight,
immediately before the Right, and it now seems likely that was the first
ascent too (and that it had not been climbed in the previous year as has
traditionally been stated in the guidebooks.)

These two climbs were just a foretaste of what was to come. Shortly
afterwards Joe Brown went into National Service leaving the climbing world
buzzing with stories and speculation as to what he would do next....
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Right
62 .. Rusty Baillie starting up Cenotaph Corner,

Dinas Cromlech, Llanberis Pass
John Cleare

The great open-book corner in the centre of Dinas Cromlech that dominates
the L1anberis Pass in Snowdonia was named, like the Unconquerables,long
before it was climbed - in this case by Menlove Edwards in the 1930s, with
a perfect name that reflected the 'megalithic tomb' of the crag itself.

After the war, several of the experts of the day, including Peter Harding
himself, looked at it and declared it to be impossible, at least without the
use of a huge number of aid pegs. But Joe Brown made a serious attempt
on it as early as Christmas 1948 (when he dropped his peg hammer on his
second and had to retreat); and when he returned from National Service at
the end of 1950 it was as inevitable as day follows night that the first ascent
of this great challenge would eventually fall to him.

By this time Joe had teamed up with the younger Don Whillans, of equal
ability though not having perhaps quite the same genius for discovering
new routes. Over the space of a few short years from 1951 to '55 they
changed the face of British rock climbing. Joe did not go straight back to
the Corner- it seemed that he was biding his time, waiting for the time to be
truly ripe - instead he climbed an amazing 11 new routes on Cloggy and
seven in L1anberis Pass that were almost all harder than anything that had
ever been climbed before.

One of the L1anberis Pass routes of this time was the superb vertiginous
classic, Cemetery Gates, far out on the very exposed right wall of Cenotaph
Corner. The brilliantly apt name was the result of a destination sign that Joe
and Don saw on the side of a bus when returning home.

The great crux day in the history of British rock climbing in the 1950s
came on 24 August, 1952 when Joe climbed the Corner with Doug Belshaw
(1 have never quite discovered why he didn't do it with Whillans - perhaps
it was simply a matter of Don not being in the right place at the right time?)
and it immediately replaced CB as the most famous climb in Britain,
emblematic of what became called, inevitably, 'the Brown era'.

Unfortunately no photographs exist of this crucial fust ascent, so 1 have
used one of the superb, never-surpassed black-and-white images of it that
John Cleare took in the mid-sixties for his seminal rock-climbing photo
essay (co-authored with Tony Smythe), Rock Climbers inAction in Snowdonia.
1 have chosen the frame in which Rusty Baillie is just making the moves on
the 'first crux', with the whole daunting challenge still lying ahead.
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Right
63. John Streetly on the fIrst ascent of Bloody Slab,

Clogwyn d'ur Arddu, 10 June 1952
EA Wrangham
(Biiton Wicks Archive)

One of the truly outstanding ascents of the very early 50s - it was in fact
climbed two months before Cenotaph Corner - was the astonishing Bloody
Slab on Cloggy by John Streetly. No other pictures epitomize the era quite
so well as the series of images taken by Ted Wrangham, and John Streetly's
own account was the most detailed and gripping written so far by a climber.
Here are some excerpts:

... it is difficult to recall how the next thirty feet were managed at all.. ..
the previous move being apparently impossible to reverse, left no
alternative but to go on up. With the difficult move below and the
uncertainty of what was still to come, life at this point seemed to depend
more on faith than friction. The only way led diagonally upwards across
the smooth and exposed slab to the left ... on tiny finger-holds and toe
holds with the occasional use of a clump of grass growing in the thin
vertical cracks.... With a seventy-foot lead-out from the last runner - the
shaky flake - the situation was critical ...

Streetly's friends were unable to second this first hard part of the climb, so
they tied on another rope - the knot can just be made out near the right
hand side of the picture. Then:

Movement could again be made diagonally upward to the left on very
tiny rugosities until another large loose flake was reached.... It proved
quite a surprise when a tentative pull removed the whole issue - all twenty
odd pounds of it! This presented an awkward problem, more so in view
of the fact that I was holding on to it! ... The groove from which the flake
had come was rounded top and bottom with no trace of the hoped-for
hold. Almost desperate examination of the rock, however, revealed a tiny
flake ... Using this as a finger-hold a move could be made across to another
grassy strip. Proceeding super-carefully up this (a ninety-foot lead-out
from the shaky flake runner), it again became possible to move on to the
more rugose left edge of the slab which led up to a good grassy ledge...
At this point, like all good things, the 200 feet of rope came to an end and
the trouble really started.

So Streetly now unroped and climbed solo to the top of the cliff.
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Right
64. Layton Kor on the Central Pillar of the Eiger Direct,

Spm, 19 March 1966. Chris Bonington

One of the new developments of the sixties was the interest taken by the
media in mountaineering, and nothing perhaps epitomizes this more than
the fust direct ascent of the Eigerwand in the winter of early 1966. Led by
an American, John Harlin IT (who was killed during the ascent), it ended
up being a multi-national effort involving siege tactics, by some of the top
British, American and German alpinists. One of these was Chris Bonington,
who had shot to fame with a series of major first ascents and had now been
assigned by the Weekend Telegraph to take pictures of the Eiger Direct.

This sensational, dizzymaking picture, which appeared in the Sunday
colour supplement (and adorned the wall of my bedroom in my teens),
shows a crucial ISO-foot linking pitch halfway up the wall that Bonington
had just led. In the days before modern ice-climbing techniques, this involved
cutting steps all the way, which took-him five hours. Chris says that, in the
context, it was the hardest pitch he's ever led. Then, having expended all
that adrenalin, and opened up the way to the top of the Central Pillar, the
ever-professional Bonington got out his camera and took this spectacular
picture.

On the upper part of the route, the hero of the hour was very much Dougal
Haston, who had by now teamed up with the Germans Sigi Hupfauer and
Roland Votteler. As Haston told it:

The next hour was one of the most testing of my climbing career. It
was 60-degree water-ice. The steps of the previous rope had been wiped
out. I had no axe or hammer. My left crampon was wildly askew on my
boot. The right one was loose. Armed with one dagger ice-peg, I moved
off the stance. The wind was crashing the snow into my face with such
force that it stuck in huge masses on my eyelids, making it impossible to
see ahead. My movements were cautious and groping. I would search
around for traces of a step, scrape it out, and then make a breath-holding
move up on wobbly crampons. The pitch went on and on and I became
increasingly aware of the extremeness of the situation. Sigi and Roland
were on a very poor belay. There just could not be any question of falling ..

Meanwhile, in these appalling conditions, Chris Bonington had climbed
the west flank of the mountain ready to take pictures of them arriving at
the summit.
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Right
65. Rusty Baillie at the crux on the first ascent of the Old Man of Hoy,

18 July 1966
Chris Bonington

Four months after his assignment on the Eiger, Chris Bonington was
involved in a completely different kind of adventurous first ascent. Tom
Patey, 'that indefatigable pioneer of unlikely crags and sea stacks', had been
eyeing up Britain's finest sea stack, the l40m-high pinnacle of Orcadian
Sandstone, the 'Old Man of Hoy', 10 miles north of the Scottish mainland.
In the early summer of 1966 he recruited Rusty Baillie and Bonington for a
serious attempt.

After they had chartered a fishing boat to take them across Scapa Flow
to the north side of Hoy, the ascent of Britain's most inaccessible summit
went without a hitch. When Baillie got to the crux, Chris had the foresight
to reverse the first pitch to get this striking photograph. (Several people
were surprised by the number of pictures by Bonington that I used in this
exhibition, but the fact remains that he has had an almost uncanny gift of
getting into the right place at the right time at some of the key moments of
late 20th century British climbing history.)

It's a pity that the most outstanding pitch of the climb is so near the
bottom,' wrote Bonington, 'but even so, this pitch has an extraordinary
feeling of exposure, which is accentuated by the constant movement of
the sea below.... A broad impending crack, too wide to get your body
right into it, sweeps up in a great rounded bulge. It is in a corner, however,
so that the climber can get some help from either wall, and there are the
characteristic horizontal, though rounded, ledge-like holds you so often
get on sandstone. One of the principal problems is the softness of the
rock, which gives it a ball-bearing-like texture, tending to make feet and
fingers slide with off-putting ease....

On the first ascent, Bai11ie used some aid at the crux, but it was freed a
year later by Bonington when he was preparing for the spectacular BBC
TV live outside broadcast which featured an all-star cast of Brown,
Bonington, McNaught-Davis, Crew, Haston and Patey, backed up by Baillie,
Cleare, Clough and MacInnes, and was itself a major technical achievement
given the size of early colour TV cameras.
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Left
66. Ed Drummond and Dave Pearce pioneering A Dream of White Horses,

Craig Gogarth, October 1968
Leo Dickinson

'Perhaps the most satisfying of all climbing photographs ever taken,' said
the late Trevor Jones of this wonderfully evocative image by Leo Dickinson,
who is himself another bold adventurer, as well as being an outstanding
award-winning fIlm-maker of documentaries that have involved everything
from skydiving down the north face of the Eiger, diving in some of the
deepest underwater caves in the world, and ballooning over Everest.

The picture not only captures a spectacular moment on a great classic
rock climb in Wen Zawn on Anglesey, but it also happens to be the fIrst
ascent, by Ed Drummond and Dave Pearce. Drumrnond, as well as being
a very fIne rock climber (the second ascent of Great Wall on Cloggy and an
enormous number of new routes in the Avon Gorge, North Wales and
Norway) is a very talented writer, with a gift for verbal imagery and poetic
metaphors. It was he, of course, who dreamed up the wonderful name of
the route, so perfectly suited to the very height of the 'flower-power' era
that culminated in the revolutionary year of 1968 (though rumour has it
that Dave Pearce contributed the 'white horses' bit).

The great American Yosernite pioneer, Royal Robbins, was so impressed
by Leo's picture and the name of the route that he immediately had to fly
over to Britain to climb it:

That great sheet of spray leaping from the sea, rearing from excited
waters like a splendid white stallion, and the two figures fastened to the
rock just out of reach of the tormented foam. With its whimsical and
romantic overtones, the name appeals perhaps more to the American
climber than to his British counterpart... A Dream of White Horses 
five words! Turgid with subtle meanings... Although I knew nothing of
the climb, because of that name and that sensational portrait by Dickinson,
it was a route I had to do.

As far as the wave is concerned, Leo Dickinson told me that he 'could see
that wave was going to happen. What I didn't realize was how big it would
be. So a bit of luck was involved as well.' Leo actually has some~hingof a
reputation for his uncanny knack of having his camera out just before some
unexpected event, such as a huge avalanche or a climber falling.
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Left
67. Doug Scott on The Scoop, Sron Ulladale, June 1969

Ken Wilson

This great picture taken during the first ascent of the mighty Scoop of Sron
Ulladale in the Outer Hebrides, a l60-metre hunk of primeval rock that
lurches wildly out over Glen UIladale - full of wind, wuthering heights,
and overwhelming exposure - is not so much iconic as iconoclastic,
belonging as it does to the transitional, revolutionary age of the late '60s
and early '70s in which so many conventions were being swept away.

The 30-hour ascent, made in the month before man first landed on the
moon, was a tour de force of new technology, made possible by the advent
of high-tensile pegs, skyhooks and RURPs (realized ultimate reality pitons).
Spearheading the whole venture was the unconventional, innovative and
visionary Doug Scott, prince of thieves from Nottingham. 'Thieves', because
he, with Guy Lee, Mick Terry, and Geoff Upton, had snatched it from
under the noses of rival teams from Scotland. Not surprising, too, that this
great picture (actually a montage of three frames) was taken by none other
than Ken Wilson, the enthusiastic creator of the great new groundbreaking
magazine, Mountain, who was keen to get a 'scoop'. After he'd reached the
top, Doug described it as 'a unique experience in fear and fascination'.

But the new vogue for extreme artificial climbing was very short-lived,
and the sport actually went the other way, with a whole new movement to
'free the [Llanberis] Pass' in the 1970s, and Scott himself evolving to become
one of Britain's greatest all-time mountaineers. The main free climbers at
this time were first, John Syrett, then John Allen and Steve Bancroft, then
Pete Livesey and Ron Fawcett, successors, one might say, to Brown and
Whillans (Livesey being particularly notable for his Right Wall of Cenotaph
and Footless Crow in Borrowdale, both in 1974).

The Scoop itself was astonishingly freed in 1987 (following a slightly
different line) by the extraordinary team of Johnny Dawes, rapt climbing
genius, and Paul Pritchard, winner of the Boardman-Tasker Award for
mountain literature in both 1997 and 1999. By the late 1980s Sron UIladale
had itself evolved (thanks to other activists like Mick Fowler and Crispin
Waddy) into the most impressive traditional, free-climbing crag in Britain.

Strange to report, then, that there was another huge development in the
1980s, at the very opposite pole of the sport, in which ultra-safe and super
hard bolt-protected 'sport climbing' was effectively imported from the
continent to some of our steepest limestone crags, such as Raventor,
Malham, Kilnsey and Pen Twryn. It is true that some of the climbs created
here by the likes of Ben Moon and Jerry Moffatt ranked with the hardest in
the world, but most traditional 'adventure climbers' looked on with indif
ference or even distaste. Sport climbing was seen by many as an aberration,
and by some as a kind of vandalism. Johnny Dawes commented scathingly
that it was climbing reduced to little more than 'hard physical tasks'.
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68. Ian Clough on the South Face of Annapurna, May 1970
Chris Bonington

Chris Bonington's successful South Face of Annapurna expedition in 1970,
though it cost the life of his close friend and climber partner, Ian Clough,
was a new high point in Himalayan climbing achievement. Here Ian is seen
traversing the fixed ropes on the steepest part of the Ice Ridge above Camp 4.

All the other members of the team (Martin Boysen, Mick Burke, Nick
Escourt, Tom Frost, and Mike Thomson) had pushed themselves to the
very limit, with Frost and Burke eventually finding a way through the
difficult Rock Band to establish Camp 5; and emotions ran high when
Bonington decided that Whillans and Haston, being the pair now on best
form, should go into the lead.

Whillans and Haston sat out a blizzard for two days at Camp 6, then on
27 May, with the monsoon already encroaching below, Whillans decided
to abandon the idea of establishing a Camp 7 and go boldly for the top.
Haston had been doing all the leading until this final day, when Whillans
steamed ahead in an extraordinarily gutsy final push, reaching the top (and
the peak of his whole climbing career) at 2.30pm, followed closely by
Haston. Despite the daunting physical and technical problems of the climb,
Whillans had been quietly confident throughout. Boysen says, 'he kept on
telling us, "It'll go. We'll get the job done. ",

69. Dougal Haston arriving at the summit of Everest
6pm, 24 September 1975. Doug Scott

This is undoubtedly one of the great moments and greatest iconic photo
graphs in British mountaineering history.

One of the biggest outstanding challenges in the early 1970s was to make
a direct route up the south-west face of Everest from the Western Cwm.



Right
70. Tasker, Boardman and Renshaw on the NNE ridge of Everest,

5 May 1982. Chris Bonington

There had been three previous, unsuccessful expeditions, including a
Bonington-Ied one in 1972. In 1975 Chris's team consisted of Doug Scott,
Mick Burke, Dougal Haston, Pete Boardman, Martin Boysen, Nick Estcourt
and Tut Braithwaite (the latter two finding the crucial way through the
difficult Rock Band).

Doug Scott's photograph has captured the crucial moment at dusk on 24
September in all its dramatic glory, just as they are about to be the first
Britons to put their feet on the highest summit in the world. Scott and
Haston then had to spend the night in a hastily excavated snow hole on the
South Summit without any oxygen or protective equipment, the highest
bivouac that had ever been made. Two days later, Pete Boardman and
Pertemba also made it to the top.

Although this was one of the last old-style Himalayan expeditions on a
grand scale, supported by a huge team of Sherpas - Boardman memorably
described it as 'one of the last great Imperial experiences' - it was another
huge triumph, though marred, yet again, this time by the death of Mick
Burke.

Once again I have chosen a picture by Chris Bonington, only this time to
illustrate the darker side of the new, purer-than-ever style of high-altitude
mountaineering that developed in the late '70s and early '80s. Bonington
has not only taken a stupendous shot that conveys the full scale of the
challenge involved, but he is once again in the right place at the right time
for an important moment in mountaineering history - one eerily reminiscent
of Odell's last sighting of Mallory and Irvine. Actually, this was taken 12
days before Boardman and Tasker disappeared on the north-north-east ridge.
Although Bonington took some telephoto shots later of small dots on the
higher pinnacles that are even more reminiscent of the First and Second
Steps on the north ridge, this is the shot that, for me, best sums up the
whole tragic enterprise.

Factual details: the picture, taken from Camp 2 on 5 May 1982, shows
the three tiny dots of Tasker, Boardman and Renshaw reaching the top of
the First Pinnacle, around 8000m. The highest point on the right is the
Third Pinnacle, where the NNE ridge joins the north ridge, and the summit
of Everest is on the left. Boardman and Tasker were last seen on 17 May.
But their names live on forever, not only in their mountaineering
achievements, but in the Boardman Tasker Award for Mountain Literature
initiated in their memory.

So often is the huge level of achievement counterbalanced by huge loss.
Alex MacIntyre who had gone on to make stupendous alpine-style ascents
of the east face of Dhaulagiri in 1980 and Shishapangma in 1982, only to
die on the south face of Annapurna later in the year; Alison Chadwick,
who made the first woman's ascent of Gasherbrum III in 1975, only to die
on Annapurna in 1978; Alison Hargreaves, who soloed five of the classic
alpine north faces, mostly the first by a woman, and was the first woman to
climb Everest alone and without oxygen in 1995, only to die on K2 later in
the. same year; and Ginette Harrison, first woman to climb Kangchenjunga
in 1998, only to die on Dhaulagiri in 2000.
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72. Leo Houlding on the crux of The Passage to Freedom

El Capitan, October 1999
Andrew McGarr

I have chosen my last of this selection of 'crux' photographs, not only
because it is an outstanding image of a crux moment, with both Leo
Houlding's hands clear of the rock as he flies up towards the camera in a
dizzyingly exposed sea of vertical granite, but also because it sums up the
underlying spirit of vision and daring that runs through the whole history
of British rock climbing and mountaineering, showing conclusively that
the sport is still very much alive and well in the new millennium.

Leo Houlding describes the SOD-metre route The Passage to Freedom, which
he climbed with Jose Pereyra, Jason Pickles 'and other monkeys' in 1999,
as 'a work in progress'. It currently joins the Nose of El Capitan halfway
up, but Leo's dream is one day to make an independent finish. It has the
awesome grade of S.13d, which roughly translates into English grades as:
'E8 6c,6a,6b,6c, 7a,7a(AO),6c,6c,6c,6c,6a,6a,6a'!

Having almost onsighted the existing super-route of El Nino in 1998, Leo
returned to the valley in the autumn of 1999

... with a new perception of the wall and a dream to free climb the biggest,
steepest, blankest section of El Cap that is the Dawn Wall. Six glorious
weeks were spent exploring the oceans of featureless granite trying to
find a line. We climbed ground-up in party style, head-pointing pitches
after preparation. The Dyno pitch is one of the caolest in the world! SOD
feet up, an 8-foot sideways leap is the only passage to freedom.

As a caption from John Cleare's photographic classic Rock Climbers in
Action in Snowdonia put it:

'I had this dream, see, and I was falling upwards in a shaft of light.'
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